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Abstract. The behaviour of the error growth is 
analyzed in several simple examples of systems 
with externa! time-dependent forcings. In some 
systems oscillations of the error around the 
saturation level can be observad. A common 
feature of these examples is the error growth 
dependence on initial time. In the examples 
here considerad the improvement in the 
predictability derivad from an adequate choice 
of the ini ti al time is comparable to those 
obtained by reducing the initial errors. 

1 Introduction 

The general question of atmospheric 
predictability has gaigned increasing attention 
during the last years. The evolution of 
atmopspheric flow is governed by nonlinear 
equations, whose solutions exhibit sensitiva 
dependence on initial conditions. Some initial 
errors, large or small, will amplify and, after 
some time, render completely unreliable any 
forecast. Predictability is anal.yzed by the 
error budget that describes how fast forecast 
errors grow on average. A number of studies on 
error growth have been carried out using 
atmospheric modela of varying complexity, from 
the simple analytical red~noise atmosphere 
(Fraedrich and Ziehmann-Schlumbohm, 1994) to 
simplifíed general circulation modela or 
operational weather forecasting modela 
(Schubert and Suarez, 1992; Lorenz 1982; 
Dalcher and Kalnayl 1987). 

Atmospheric dynamics is an example of 
nonautonomous system with time-dependent 
external forcings. The incident radiation, 
driving the large sr;;:ale motion of the 
atmosphere, is a periodic phenomenon. In 
climate dynamics the situation is even more 
compelling. The periodic variations of the 
orbital parameters seem to be one of the 
fundamental causes of climate change. We want 
to study the incidence of these time-dependent 
forcings in the theory of error growth. In 
particular, in this paper, we shall concentrate 
on some simple examples that can serve as a 
guide for more general studies. Despite the 
simplicity of the modela we can obtain several 
interesting concl.usions. The first one is the 
fact that aome time-dependent systems do not 
obey the usual dynamics of the error growth, 
that is, an initial stage of exponential growth 
followed by saturation. We show that in the 

case of the red-noise atmosphere with time
dependent terma the errors undergol in the 
mean, an initial stage of exponential growth, 
but followed now by oscillations around the 
saturation level of the autonomous system. 

A second conclusion derivad from this study 
is the dependence of the error growth on the 
initial time t

0 
{the time at wich initial 

conditions are imposed). Error growth 
dependence on several factors have been clearly 
established in many studies. These factors are 
the initial error size (Trevisan, 1993) 1 the 
weather regime and the location on the weather 
manifold {Keppenne and Nicolis, 1989) • If the 
choice of the initial time modifies the 
analytical structure of the error growth, then 
to can be viewed as a parameter playing an 
active role in predictability theory. In 
particular 1 the time necessary to reach the 
predictability limit will in general be 
different for different initial times (even 
supposing the size of the initial error similar 
in both cases) • We show that in one of the 
modela considerad in this paper the improvement 
derivad from an adequate choice of the initial 
time is comparable to those obtained by the 
reduction of the initial error size (the 
analysis error in opera ti ve weather forecasting 
modela) • 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 
2 we study the impact of a time-dependent 
forcing in systems that obey the Lorenz law for 
error growth. In Sect. 3 the red-noise 
atmosphere with periodic forcing is analyzed. 
Finally, in the Discussion the main physical 
ideas involved in these modele are considered. 

2 Lorenz's law for error growth 

The first attempt to deduce a law of error 
growth from real atmospheric data is found in 
the work of Lorenz {Lorenz, 1969). In the mean, 
the errors undergo an initial stage of 
exponential growth followed by saturation. As 
it turna out, this trend can be representad in 
a qualitative manner by a quadratic law, the 
logistic equation for the mean error X 

.<!". =A (X-X') 
dt ' 

(1) 

provided that the parameter A is suitably 
adjusted. 
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Pig. l. Mean error X as a function of the dimansionlaaa 
time :E':::c.lt. The aolid, daahad and dash~dotted linea 

rapreaant, raspectively, the solutiona of Bq. (7) for 
Z0 =-0.1 and 7'0 =0, X

0
=0.1 and T

0
=n, and %

0
=0.066 and 

T
0

=0. 

Let us consider an autonomous system 

dx, 
dt =fJ(xj), (2) 

whose mean error growth follows Lorenz's law. 
Equation (2) can represent, for example, the 
model usad by Trevisan et al. with small 
initial errors (Trevisan et al., 1992). 

Now, we introduce a periodic forcing in Eq. 
(2) 

dx, 
dt = f,(xJ) (1+Nsinr.lt), 

wi th N the ampli tude and 
the forcing. 

Introducing the 
d~=(1+Nsinr.lt)dt, Eq. (3) 

dx, 
di 

(3) 

w the frequency of 

new 
reads 

variable 

(4) 

Now the mean error will obey the equation 

dX =A (JC-X 2 ), 
d~ 

equivalent to 

:! =A (1+NSinr.lt) (X-.1[ 2
), 

The solution of Eq. 
condition X {t0 ) =X0 is 

.r(t) 

(5) 

(6) 

(6) with initial 

[ 1+( ;o -1 )exp(-A(t-t 0 ) +N:x·cOSr.lt-COSr.lt0) )j' (?) 

Figure 1 shows this solution for two 
different values of the initial dimensionless 
time T=~t, Ta=O and T0 =n. The numerical values 
used for the constante are A/~=0.8, N=0.25 and 
X0 a0.1 (the initial error size is supposed to 
be equal in both cases). At a given 
intermediate time after imposition of initial 
conditions the two curves reach different 
values of error growth. The difference can be 
large, tor instance, for T=3 the values of the 
error are 0.65 and 0.45, and for T•4 0.79 and 
0.66, respectively. 

These differences imply different 
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Tabla l. Predictability times derived from Eq. (8) for 
different values of the predictability limit {X' from 0.2 
to 0.8). The horizontal lines 1, 2 and 3 refer, 
respectively, to the initial conditions X

0
=0.1 and T

0
o=O, 

Z 0 =O • ~-~::._~_~:_--~~~-- Z0 ,-O. 066 and T 0 .-o-Q • 
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predictability times, The predictability time 
t* is defined as the time i t takes for an 
initial error X

0 
to reach a preassigned value 

x·. This definition can be expressed in a 
mathematical form as 

¡x·¡-' = 

1+( ;o -1 )exp(-At •+ N: (cosCil(t0B+t •) -coswt0) )· 
(8) 

This equation cannot be solved analytically. 
In Table 1 we include the predictability times 
for different values of X'. In all the cases 
the difference between both predictability 
times is important. 

Finally, in order to compare the 
predictability improvements derivad from the 
reduction of the initial error size and from 
the choice of the initial time, we include in 
Fig. 1 and Tabla 1 the error growth curve and 
predictability times for T0 =0 and initial error 
2X0 /3. We deduce from the curve that the error 
growth for T0 =n and X0 is smaller for 
intermadiate times. In particular, the 
predictability times for X'=O. 5 are 2. 8 and 
3.2 (2.3 for T0~0 and X

0
), that is, 

improvements of 22% and 39%, respectively. From 
the predictability point of view a good choice 
of the initial time is comparable to a large 
(1/3} reduction of the initial error size. 

3 Red-noise atmosphere 

Time series observad in the atmosphere are 
characterized by some of the properties of red~ 
noise processes. Beca use of this similari ty the 
red-noise atmosphere has been used in many 
studies as a substituta of the real atmosphere. 
Recently Fraedrich and Ziehmann~Schlumbohm 

(Fraedrich and Ziehmann~Schlumbohm, 1994} have 
developed a predictabili ty experiment in a red~ 
noise atmosphere. By examining the lead~time~ 
dependent error budgets of individual and 
ensemble forecasts, these authors derive 
analytically various measures of 
predictability. Despite the simplicity of the 
model, the error budgets share some qualitative 
features that may be comparad to those of 
numerical weather~prediction and climate 
modela. 

In this paper we extend the model of these 
authors by including a temporal dependence in 
the red~noise procesa. The dynamics Yt=Y ( t} 
consist of a deterministic part andan additive 
random part zt 

(9) 

where 
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(10) 

and a and b are constante. no indica tes the 
time at which the procesa atarte. The index n 
takes the values O, 1, •.•• 

The Gaussian whi te-noise zn has zero mean 
<Zn>cO, variance S/=<zn2 > and vanishing croa sed 
correlations <znz.>=O if n is different from m. 
We aleo suppose that Y0 and zi are 
statistically independent variables, <ziYo>=O. 
<> refers to the sample average. 

Equation (9) can be expressed in terma of the 
initial condition Y0 as 

r =YH +z +~-1 

D 0 O,n 1 D ~i~l 
(11) 

where 

(12) 

is the product of the f's between i and j. 

3.1 Persistence forecasts 

A first approach to the problem of 
predictability is provided by persistence 
forecasts. Persistence predicts the future 
states Y11 , using the initially given state Y

0
• 

The error budget of persistence forecasts is 
described by the evolution of the error 
variance En=< (Yn-Yo) 2 >, where the sample average 
is taken over all the verification pairs. After 
simple statistical manipulations En becomes 

En = A
11
S:+B

11
s:, (13) 

where A,.=(1-Hon- 1 )
2

, B11 =1+Ei:~ B},D 1 and Sy2 =<(Y0-
<Y0>) 2 >=<.Y0

2 > .is the ini ti al variance of the 
v·ariable Y (we suppose a zero mean <.Y

0
>=0). 

In Fig. 2 we represent Eq. (13) for two 
different values of the initial time no, n

0
=0 

and n0 =n. We have taken for a and b the values 
O. 9 and O. 4. The variances are S/=0. 6 and 
Sz.2=0.3 and the frequency is c..>=0.85. Moreover 
the third curve in the figure shows the same 
procese with b=O, that is, with no temporal 
dependence. 

The three curves show an initial stage of 
exponential growth. The two time-dependent 
systems have important quantitative 
differences, for instance, we have for n=2 
E~(n0 =0)=1.3 and E2 (n 0 =-JT)'-0,98. These 
d1fferences are also reflectad into the 
predictability times. In systems with a 
discreta time variable the predictability time 
n* is defined as the larger value of n for 
which the error is smaller than a preassigned 
predictability limit. For instance, taking the 
predictabi1ity limit as 1 •,,,.e have n *(n

0
=0) =1 

and n *(n
0

=n) =2. In many studies the variance 
Sy 2 serves as a predictabili ty treshold and, 
consequently, is taken as the predictability 
limit. With this choice~of the predictability 
limit we would have the same predictability 
times in both cases. The behaviour of 
autonomous and nonautonomous systems differs 
when the error of the autonomous procesa 
reaches the saturation level. At this stage, 
the systems with time dependent forcings show 
an oscillatory behaviour around a level close 
to the typical saturation level of the 
autonomous system. The two oscillations are 
similar, showing only a phase delay between the 
values of the two curves. This is a larga value 
of the amplitude if we compare with the value 
of the saturation level 1.14. Moreover, the 
maximum and minimum values of the error at this 
stage are equal for both choices of the initial 
time, 1.41 and 0.97. 
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Pig. 2, Error growth En as a function of time n. T~e solid, 
dashed and dash-dotted lines represent, respectively Eq. 
(13) for n 0 =0 and n

0
=rr (nonautonomous systems) and b:O 

{autonomous system). 

3.2 Ensemble-mean forecasts 

Now, we consider the error budget of ensemble
mean forecasts of a model with an externa! time 
dependent forcing. We denote by F1 an 
individual forecast by one member of the 
ensemble forecast (i~O,l, ... ,M-1). For a given 
field variable Y, the error budget is 
deter.mined by the aample average of the squared 
forecast errora 

<(YD-[F.i] ) 2> = <r:> t<[F¡] 2>-2<Yn[F,t]>. (14) 

The square brackets [] define the average 
over the lagged forecast ensemble: 

[F,] ~ ¿,-~ F 1/M. (15) 

To calculate the error budget we must 
introduce realizations of the individual 
forecasts Fi 

F 1 = Y 0 H 0 , 1 1 + W'i +E;~ wjHj,i. 1 • (16) 

The w's are introduced to differentiate 
between noises in the verification (Y) and 
ensemble-forecast building mode (F1). The 
initial condition (Y<>) is the same for both 
modes. 

We study separately the three terma in the r. 
h. s. ot:, Eq. (14). 

1) <Yn>• This is the simplest term and the 
calculation follows just the same steps of 
those done in the for.mer subsection: 

2 2 2 2( ~ -1 2 ) <Yn> = SrBo,D-1 + S. 1 + L....t.t-l H1,n 1 • (17) 

Note that this fo~ula ~s V~l~d ~or n~l. For 
n=l we have Ho.o=fo and <Yt>=-S1 :f0 +S. • 

2) <[F] 2>. This term can be written as 

<[FJ'> ~ _!_~ 1 <F'> + 2~ 1 ~ <F F.>. (18) 
H2L....t1 o 1. M2L....t;.-o L....tj>! 1 1 

The term 
similar to 
the other 
calcu1ated 

<F]> is given by an expression 
Eq. (17) with obvious changas. On 
hand, <FJFj> (j>i) can be easily 

(19) 
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Fig. J. Same as Fig. 2, but for Eq. (21), 

6 is Kronecker's delta. Note that because the 
index k 

2
lies in the

2 
interval (1,~-1) we

2 
have 

<F 0F 1>=S;rf0 , <F 0F 2>=Srf0 f 1 , <F1F 2>=Srf0 f 1 +S.f1 ••• 

We use the notation H0 ,.1=1. 
3) <Y JI [F] >. This term is al so very simple and 

gives 

(20) 

Putting together all these expressions and 
collecting separately the terma in the two 
variances we can calculate the error budget 

E 0 = A,:s: + B:s:, 
where 

~ H H 2H ~ 1 H 
Lj>-1 o,J--1 o,j-1 - M2 o,.a l.L...J..o o,i·ll 

2 ~-· "' + M2L1-0 L.Jj>i 

2 ~· ~ ~-1 
+ H2 LJ.oo Lj>.i Lk=l BJr.,l-lBk.,j-1" 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

The error budget is shown in Pig. 3 for 
a= O. 6, b=O .15 and Cil. The variances are Sr =1 
and s:=o.3. The third curve representa the 
autonomous procesa, b•O. The analysis of this 
system follows closely these presentad in the 
previous subsection for ~ersistence forecasts. 
The following features can be deduced from the 
curves. We observe again an initial stagl of 
exponential growth. Taking the variance Sr as 
the predictability limit the predictability 
times are n•(n o-Q)oc2,n•(n

0
'"1l)"'l and n•(b=0)"'2. 

After this inftial stage we observe again an 
oscillatory behaviour of the error in the 
nonautonomous system. An important difference 
emerges when one compares to the case of 
persistence forecasts. As remarked earlier, the 
oscillations in persistence forecasts have the 
same amplitude, and maximum and mínimum values 
for both choices of the initial time. However, 
in ensemble-mean forecasts only the amplitude 
of the oscillations is equal, approximately 
O. 34. The oscillations lie now in different 
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intervals, (2.2, 1.52) for n
0
-0 and (1.94, 

1.26) for n
0

=rr. Taking into account that the 
saturation level for the autonomous system is 
l. 68 we have that the error curves of these 
systems are most of the time, respectively, 
above and below the saturation level. 

4 Discussion 

We have presentad an analysis of the dynamics 
of error growth in nonautonomous systems. The 
analysis is restricted to some very simple 
examples. The study of systems with time
dependent forcings can be justified from, at 
least, two points of view. Firstly, because 
atmospheric and climate dynamics are examples 
of nonautonomous dynamics driven by external, 
periodic forcings. Secondly, from a purely 
error growth theory point of view, the time
dependent terma are also necessary. For 
instance, Nicolis has suggested (Nicolis, 
1992), that the logistic-like modela of error 
growth must be augmented by time-dependent 
forcings in order to reflect the coupling of 
the error dynamics with the structure of the 
phase space. 

In spite of the simplicity of the modela here 
considerad, the resulte obtained can be viewed 
as a preliminary step in the study of error 
growth in nonautonomous systems. Two principal 
conclusions have been derivad from these 
modela: 

1) In the initial stage of exponential growth 
the error dynamics is sensitiva to the choice 
of the initial time. As the predictability 
limit is reached at this stage, the different 
quantitative behaviours for different initial 
times imply a dependence of the predictability 
time on the initial time. This result justify 
the view of consider the initial time as an 
active parameter in error growth theory. This 
dependence of the error growth on initial time 
can be easily understood by taking into account 
the fact that at different initial times the 
external forcings are different. We are placed 
at different regions in the mathematical space 
of external perturbations, and the respective 
error dynamics are modified. Moreover, the 
numerical estimations of Sect. 2 show that in 
some cases the improvement of the 
predictability time obtained by an adequate 
choice of the ini ti al time is comparable to 
those obtained by a large reduction of the 
initial error. As we shall discuss in the next 
point, the error dynamics at the second stage 
will aleo depend, in general, on the initial 
time. 

2) Autonomous and nonautonomous systems 
undergo an initial stage of exponential growth. 
Therefore, in spite of some quantitative 
differences, the underlying dynamics must be 
equivalent in both cases and must be dominated 
by the autonomous terma. After this initial 
stage the behaviour of both types of systems 
is, aleo qualitatively, different. Instead of 
the saturation stage typical of autonomous 
systems we observe in some nonautonomous modela 
an oscillatory behaviour. Note that the model 
considerad in Sect. 2 does not show these 
oscillations. This behaviour can be easily 
unders tood taking in to accoun t the type of 
temporal forcing introduced. The temporal term 
mul tiplies the right hand si de of the 
differential equation and, consequently, the 
equation can be factored. We can see the 
temporal term as a modification of the 
mathematical measure of the variable time. We 
cannot expect that this simple modification of 
the system can modify qualitatively the error 
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dynamics. 
The oscillationa exhibited by nonautonomous 

systems can be explained by the contribution of 
several terma to the error dynamics. The 
autonomous terma contribute to the dynamics 
stabilizyng the error and constraining the 
error variation to a finita interval (instead 
of a saturation level) . On the other hand, the 
nonautonomous terma introduce an oscillatory 
temporal dependence on the error growth. A 
parameterization of the error growth that 
reproduces ita main properties at this stage is 

E,. = ESL + Acos (Qn t f), (24) 

where ESL is the effective saturation level, 
defined as the level around which the error 
oscillates. n,, andA are the frequency, phase 
delay and amplitude of the oscillation. 

For persistence forecasts and n
0

:=0 and n
0

,-rr 
Eq. (24) reads 1.19+0.22cos(n/7+2.43) and 
1.19+0. 22cos {n/7 +2. 86) • The two following 
features are noted: 

(a} The effective saturation level differs 
from the saturation level of the autonomous 
system. This difference reflecta the coupling 
between the autonomous and nonautonomous terma 
in the error dynamics. This coupling is a 
consequence of the nonlinearity of the system. 

(b) The phase delay dependa on the initial 
time. This dependence can be viewed as a 
manifestation of the fact that the system 
reachs the second stage at different times as 
a function of the initial time. 

The parameterizations of the error growth in 
ensemble-mean forecasts at this second stage 
for n 0 '0 and n

0
=n are 1.86+0.34cos{n/7+2.14) 

and 1.6+0.34cos{n/7+1.57). Now, the effective 
saturation level differs for different initial 
times, This difference reflecta that the 
coupling between autonomous and nonautonomous 
terma dependa on the choice of the ini ti al 
time. In the case of persistence forecasts, the 
forecast is always the same, Ya, for any 
initial time; the coupling is independent of 
the initial time. On the other hand, in the 
case of ensemble-mean forecaats the members of 
the ensemble are, in general, different and the 
coupling can depend on the initial time. 

The conclusions obtained with the simple 
modela here presentad must be tested with more 
complex and realistic systems. In particular, 
the ampli tude of the error oscillations 
obtained in this paper are large because of the 
larga ratio b/a (deterministic 
autonomous/nonautonomous terma) used. In 
realistic modela we must expect smaller 
amplitudes. Also. we must study systems with 
several simultaneous periodic forcings. as it 
is the case in atmospheric and climate 
dynamics. 
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